Filling in the cracks

It's now commonplace for a visit to the dentist to include a little smoothing, plumping and tightening, as well as filling, says Dr Bob Khanna.

Cosmetic procedures are no longer taboo. People are no longer embarrassed to admit that they are turning to the professionals to help them slow down the ageing process. As such, more and more people are visiting facial aesthetic practitioners for a helping hand. Popping for a shot of Botox or a little dermal filler is just as commonplace as a visit to the hairdresser.

Traditionally, a dental surgery would only be able to assist with teeth, but now it is possible to treat patients with a wide range of products designed to help smooth, plump and tighten problem areas on the face as well.

Bread and butter treatments

The most common, and most requested procedures are quick and simple to perform, with minimum patient discomfort. These 'bread and butter' treatments involve Botox (botulinum toxin), chemical skin peels and facial dermal fillers. More complex and in-depth procedures are available, but from my experience, these are the key procedures that patients are most interested in.

As the UK's most popular cosmetic procedure, more than 80 per cent of Botox treatments (Botox®), Dysport® (Ipsen), Azzalure®(R), Xeomin®(B)) are administered in the upper facial regions. The treatment is aimed at targeting problem areas such as the frown lines directly above the nose which are made more evident when a patient is angry, tense or anxious, the horizontal lines on the forehead which are made more evident when the patient is surprised and of course the laughter lines at the side of the mouth.

Dermal fillers are particularly effective when treating these areas, such as the perioral lines and wrinkles, as well as nose to mouth lines.

As well as combating fine lines and wrinkles, if a patient feels that their skin is looking dull and lifeless, there are procedures available to help rejuvenate it. Chemical skin peels, which can be administered by both dentists and hygienists, are simple procedures that offer a safe and comfortable method to effectively treat facial skin complaints. Peels can help combat problems such as aging skin, acne and blocked pores, while at the same time helping to reduce the effects of sun damage and hyperpigmentation. A chemical skin peel will help skin to appear smoother, healthier, plumper and tighter, and doesn't even involve any needles.

Most patients who receive facial aesthetics return for re-treatment. On average, the result of a Botox treatment lasts around four months, meaning patients would need to return for re-treatment three times a year. The results of dermal filler procedures last a little longer, up to ten months depending on the products used.

General dental practitioners already work in these areas on a regular basis when carrying out dental procedures, so are already very familiar with the anatomy of the lips and surrounding areas. Additionally, as this is the region of the face that frames the teeth, dermal filler treatments can make a huge difference to the overall appearance of the face, and because of the proximity to the teeth, can be the perfect compliment to many cosmetic dental procedures.
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